Dear Mom,
We know well the feeling of never measuring up. Of believing we
are always doing it wrong. Trying to mother the way we
think we “should” or the way someone else does it robs us of
joy and plagues us with feelings of failure, guilt and inadequacy.
YOU are the unique mom God chose for your unique children. He
wants you to be the mom He created YOU to be. He knows you’ll
do a great job at it!
Our book leads you through a journey of discovery of what works
best with the God-given personalities of you and your family.
This eJournal gives you a place to record the answers to the “Stirring Your Thoughts” questions at the end of each chapter (they
are included in this journal, as well). We also suggest you write
any additional insights or promptings God gives you. It will be
helpful to go back and reflect when you’re feeling discouraged
or overwhelmed. A blank page is at the end of this journal if you
need to print extra pages. You can also type in the Journal, if you
don’t wish to print it. You’ll also find a “His Mercies Are New Every Morning” printable.
Thank you for allowing us the privilege of encouraging you in
your role as Mom. You are doing important work!

Melinda & Kathy

Chapter One
No matter where we are
in our mothering journey
or what mistakes we’ve
made, we call all start
mothering from scratch.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. When have you been overconfident in your mothering? What happened as a result?
2. What are some things you’ve done as a mom simply because it was all you knew?
3. Briefly describe the mothering recipe that was handed down to you.
4. In what ways would you like your mothering experience to be different?
5. Do you feel you’ve had mothering mentors? If so, who? If not, think of two mothers from
whom you can learn.
6. Where have you lacked key instruction in mothering?
7. Are you open to instruction in your mothering? Is your heart
teachable? Why or why not?

Chapter Two
A surrendered heart
silences the voice of
condemnation in our
minds—the voice that
tells us it’s all up to us.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. If you could have a conversation with yourself pre-kids, what would you tell yourself to
do differently?
2. What are three areas where you feel you’re currently falling short?
3. What are some nuggets of wisdom that you can share with other moms in this stage of
mothering?
4. Ask yourself why you’re currently making the choices you’re making now (schooling
options, discipline techniques, work schedule, routines, etc.). Which ones are within your
control? Which ones aren’t?
5. What’s one area where you haven’t set clear boundaries that consistently affects your
family?
6. Do you parent in survival mode? Is this a new pattern for you, or is it an old problem
surfacing in new situations?
7. Are you setting a consistent example for your children? Do your actions match your
words?

Chapter Three
Dear God, allow my heart
to recognize my children
as divinely given molders
of my character. Let me
see your Holy Spirit
working through them
to change me. Amen.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. What did you dream motherhood would be like?
2. In what ways did you have difficulty tapping in to your motherly instincts?
3. Have you ever felt like you just weren’t cut out for this? How?
4. How can you combat those “bad mom” thoughts that try to condemn and
discourage you?
5. How has motherhood changed your character?
6. How can you seek God’s wisdom in passing down a healthy legacy?

Chapter Four
Trying to be someone or
something we’re not
simply works against
God’s design.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. Where do you feel like you’re thriving?
2. Where do you feel like you’re struggling? Name three places.
3. In looking at your struggles, rank them from one to three with one being the issue that
presents the most frustration for you as a mom.
4. Looking at number one on your list of frustrations, start by brainstorming how you’re
currently working through this issue in your life.
5. Still working with your number one mothering frustration, use this model to explore your
strengths:
A more “insert your name here” way to work through “insert #1 frustration” would be doing it this way:
6. Complete the same for your number two and three frustrations.

Chapter Five
Everyone wins when we
choose to be there
when our kids want us,
instead of just when
they need us.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. How do you think our culture views having and raising children? What tells you this?
2. “Children are a heritage from the Lord, offspring a reward from him” (Psalm 127:3).
Based on this verse, how does God view your children?
3. When you bear God’s view of your children in mind, how can that change your approach
or attitude about mothering?
4. What are some blessings in your life that are a direct result of making some hard choices
in mothering?
5. List three invisible sacrifices you’ve made or are making for your children. You know, the
ones no one else sees or fully appreciates. What fruit do you hope to see from these?

Chapter Six
We’re wise to maximize
the short window we
have to guide and
influence our children
before it closes.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. What did you want to be when you were a little girl? How has that changed? How is it
still the same?
2. If you could wave a magic wand, how would you change your work environment—
whether at home or in the workplace?
3. Where would you like to be in . . . Five years? Ten years?
4. Do a sixty-second brainstorm. What are three unrealized life dreams you’ve always had
for yourself?
5. How can you use your gifts and passions in smaller ways as you’re waiting for bigger opportunities?
6. How has motherhood changed your dreams? How has it shaped them in ways you didn’t
expect?
7. How can you keep resentment from growing when you feel like life and opportunities are
passing you by?

Chapter Seven
The trick is to avoid
viewing our moms with
rose- colored glasses or
with an unforgiving
microscope.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. Write five words to describe the relationship you had or have with your mom.
2. What are three positive things about your mother?
3. What are a few habits or tendencies you learned or inherited from your mom? Which do
you want to continue and pass down? Which do you want to leave in the past?
4. As you think about your mother, ask yourself this: In what areas do you want to be given
grace by your children as they think back on you as a mother someday?
5. What did your mother teach you about God?
6. What is the one place you need to start forgiving your mother today? Remember, it’s a
process, not an event.

Chapter Eight
Developing boundaries
and discernment is
crucial to creating
our own recipe
for motherhood.

Stirring Your Thoughts

1. Psalm 34:8 says, “Taste and see that the Lord is good; blessed is the one who takes refuge in him.” What does it mean to you to “taste and see” God’s goodness?
2. What are some of the resources you go to most frequently for advice?
3. On a scale from 1 to 5 (5 being very godly), how godly are these resources?
4. How confident are you in your ability to make wise decisions?
5. Where is one place you find yourself rationalizing (making something okay when it’s not
or ignoring something important) in your mothering?
6. In what areas of your mothering do you tend to get paralyzed by overthinking?

Chapter Nine
Concentrate on reaching
out to one person,
rather than trying to
create a whole tribe.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. Name two examples of when you felt isolated in mothering.
2. Where do you crave guidance? Start praying for God to send someone to meet that need.
3. Are you hesitant to ask another mom for help? What barriers do you think keep you from
asking for help?
4. In what two areas of mothering do you desire a mentor’s help?
5. Who are some moms in your already existing relationships that could serve as good
mentors in these areas, even if only through careful observation?
6. Who do you think “Titus 2” women are, according to Paul? Are they family members,
women of the church, etc.?

Chapter Ten
The only needs a mom
has that go unmet
are the ones that
aren’t expressed to
loving people.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. What is on your “must do” list? What is essential for your mental and physical well-being?
2. In what area(s) is it most difficult for you to say no? Why?
3. On a scale of 1 to 10, how well do you take care of yourself?
4. Do you have difficulty asking for help? Why?
5. Are there any health issues, mental or physical, that need
more attention in your life?
6. What tasks are you doing for your children that they should
and could be doing for themselves—for their own good and yours?

Chapter Eleven
It’s in our humility—
not a demand of “our
rights”— that we find
true strength.

Stirring Your Thoughts

1. How do think the way you were treated as a child impacted how you view your role as a
mom?
2. Where do you sit at your family’s dinner table? Do you sit?
3. Who would you like to take more responsibility in raising your children? Your husband,
your parents, your church? Why do you feel this way?
4. Do you let your children take charge of controlling your emotions? How can you change
this?
5. When it comes to spiritual formation of your child(ren), how are you modeling biblical
truths?
6. Where do you feel you could show your kids more of God’s love?
7. What relationship in your child(ren)’s lives could use some bridge building on your part?
Where can you help promote relationship on their behalf to other family members or other
influential people?
8. Where in your mothering have you assumed too much responsibility for your children’s
actions or behaviors? In other words, where are you a bit obsessed about your influence?
9. Where do you need to assume more responsibility and respond better? Where are you
ignoring bad behavior, hoping it will just go away?

Chapter Twelve
We need to anticipate
and plan for what will
happen rather than what
we wish would happen.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. Make a list of three systems that are working well in your home. What can you learn from
them?
2. How inviting is your home when you and your family walk in the door after a long day?
3. What household management tasks are most important to you? To your husband? To your
children? How can you make these more of a priority?
4. Where are you struggling the most?
5. How can you apply the principles that help you succeed (question #1) to your areas of
struggle?
6. When and where do you show love to your family and your home?

Chapter Thirteen
God honors our desire
to know Him and can
multiply our small,
sincere efforts.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. What is your biggest barrier to spending time in prayer and Bible study?
2. Which of the methods in the chapter might work for you, taking into account your
schedule and personality?
3. Think back to a time when you were especially close to Jesus. What were you doing then?
What practices or habits can you begin again to regain that level of closeness?
4. Brainstorm three ways to increase your Scripture exposure and reading time.
5. What is one way you can be more intentional in your prayer life?
6. If you could serve in any ministry in your church, what would it be?

Chapter Fourteen
God wants our hearts—
not our schedules,
pantries, and
picture-perfect
Christmas cards.

Stirring Your Thoughts
1. When did you become a Christian? How has that faith journey affected your role as
a mom?
2. In three words, like a headline of the front page of a newspaper, describe your journey
up to now as a mom.
3. How can Christ change the headline of your life? What will you ask of Him today?
4. What do you believe God has offered you that has been difficult for you to receive?
Why?
5. Where in your life do you feel the most hungry for God?
6. Have you ever uttered the Pharisee’s prayer (Luke 18:9–14) about being a mom?

